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Flyers are used to advertise our robot and allow other teams to be informed about our robots
capabilities. This is an important process to encourage other teams to pick your team in their final
alliance. The flyer should highlight all of the best qualities of your robot and help make your team stand
out. Flyers may be taken to other teams, or distributed from your pit to other scouters and passerbyers.
For example, below is our 2012 flyer:

On the day before qualification matches, use pre-scouting sheets to gain an understanding of fellow
robots’ capabilities. This gives you information on your alliance partners and opponents even before you
see them in action. Based on this information, one can organize who you will co-op with in the end
game, or decide who on your team will play defense.
Team Number:
Team Name:

Hybrid Mode

Tele-op

Endgame/Other

Uses:

Tipper:

Balance:

Kinect Autonomous

Yes

No

Has both but prefers:

Average baskets in hybrid (#):

Yes-solo

No

Yes- with partner

Pick-up mechanism:

Chassis style:
Wide Long Square

Basket level:

Max shooting height:

Top Middle Bottom

Top Middle Bottom

Action after shooting:

Can cross:

None

Bump

Bridge

Tips center bridge

Both

Neither

Sensors/Camera Use:

Drivetrain (describe # of
wheels, drive style e.g. tank,
Mecanum)

Tips side bridge
Moves to the side

Generally play:

Other:___________

Offense

Other comments:

Rate scoring ability:
1

2

Auto-aiming/turret:

Defense

3

4

GP Rating:
5

1: not gracious

Shooting location:

2: sort of gracious

Key
Fender

3: gracious
4: very gracious

Other:___________
5: extremely gracious

During qualification matches, it is important to have a scouting team keep track of each team’s stats and
progress. Scouting sheets can be used to evaluate your next match or later if you are in the top 8 and
need to pick alliance partners. It is important to make sure that the scouting sheets are easy to follow
and only posses necessary information. We printed out two sheets of the tables below for each team.
Using the same tables for each team keeps all of their information in the same place, and is easier to
analyze.

Scouting is a very important part of the FIRST Robotics competition. The first part of strategy
involves the design of the robot. In the first few days after kick off, the strategy team but decide what
kind of robot they want to build and what mechanisms to prototype. During this process, decide what
functions you want the robot to preform, and then discuss how the robot will perform the tasks. For
example, decide whether the robot will be playing offense or defense, and then discuss how to score or
prevent other teams from scoring. When brainstorming, it is important to remember KISS: Keep It
Simple Stupid. Overly complex mechanisms often take more time to develop and often experience
difficulties during competition. Also consider weight and dimensional constraints. Make sure to go over
every aspect of the robot: chassis body, drive train, wheel type, challenge mechanisms, end game
mechanisms, controls, etc. After discussing different possible designs, you should prototype several
different ones before finalizing any decisions. This process should be complete before the end of the
second week of the build season.
Before the competition, the strategy team should play the video game of the game for that year
and also observe earlier regional competitions. This allows your team to understand the game more and
foresee future problems. You can see what tasks will prove more difficult and also assess alternative
strategies other teams employ that you had not previously thought of. This new information should be
discussed with the drive team to compile a general strategy for the competition. For example, you may
see that it was especially difficult for robots to maneuver around field obstacles. The team may then
alter their strategy to consist of the least amount of movement possible to still be efficient.
The competition is the most important part of the strategy team. At the end of qualifications,
the top eight teams pick alliance partners for the play-offs. Flyers highlighting your robot’s best features
can be handed out to promote your robot and encourage teams in the top eight to pick your robot. A
good team also has scouting sheets on other teams to help assess upcoming matches and later help you
to pick teams if your team is in the top eight. Pre-scouting sheets can be filled out the day before
qualification matches begin. These go over basic capabilities for each robot. From these, your team can
tell which teams play defense, who the top scorers are, and who is willing to perform cooperatition
tasks with you. During matches, scouting sheets on each team can be filled out to record which teams
perform the best. You should have a couple of sheets dedicated to each team to keep all of their
information in one central location.
Before each match, alliance partners should meet up and discuss their strategy. In this meeting,
every part of the game should be planned out. First, the starting locations for the hybrid mode should be
decided. Certain teams can only perform their hybrid task from specific positions, and others do not
have a hybrid mode at all. Teams with limitations should be indulged and teams that cannot act during
hybrid mode should be positioned out of the way. Actions directly after hybrid mode ends should also
be discussed. After hybrid mode, a robot that was decided to play defense would go to a defensive
position while the offensive robots attempt to complete the game objective. Teams should coordinate
their first movements of tele-op to prevent themselves from getting in each other’s way. The last thing
to discuss is the end game. Alliance partners should decide who will be attempting the end game task. If
there is a cooperative task involved, the alliance should decide which team will attempt it and which
opposing team to talk to.
If in the top eight, a team will pick two other teams to be on their alliance for the play-offs. This
is where the scouting sheets come into play. Make a list of your top picks and as other teams chose
them, cross picked teams off of that list. There is only a little amount of time from the last match to
team picking, so this list must be compiled quickly. If you are not in to top eight, it is suggested that you
accept any proposal.

